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1. Overview Information 
 

A) Introduction and background of main event 
 
Nationally-recognized nature photographer Ken Jenkins approached the City of Pigeon Forge in 1990 with the idea of 
developing a special event designed to increase awareness of nature conservation. Originally, the event consisted of a 
luncheon and one afternoon of lectures, along with a nature photography exhibit.  Within a few short years, this half-
day event grew to a five-day gathering.  Today, Wilderness Wildlife Week encompasses five days featuring more than 
220 free indoor and outdoor hands-on lectures and workshops presented by a multitude of leaders in the environmental 
and educational fields of study; 27 free guided hikes, historic field trips and exhilarating excursions throughout Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park; an annual digital display photography contest; a 48 Hour Film Race; an exhibit/vendor 
hall featuring more than 50 organizations; Outdoor Cooking Demos; a Kids’ Trout Tournament (ages 7-12); a Young 
Experts Program (an incentive-based education track featuring more than 125 sessions for ages 5-12, which is a new 
addition for 2018) and various other exciting educational event components. 
 
The purpose, objective and mission of Wilderness Wildlife Week is to raise awareness within the general public to the 
issues concerning the natural environment and, in particular, the threats facing Great Smoky Mountains National Park.  
Programs are designed to impart the practice of good environmental stewardship to the general public while increasing 
public knowledge of the varied ways to protect the environment through the many educational lectures and materials 
available onsite.  Additionally, it is Wilderness Wildlife Week’s goal to promote an active interest in Appalachian artistic 
and cultural programs such as painting, basket making, music and other forms of modern art such as photography; to 
help affect the way people view environmental responsibilities and to increase overnight visitation to Pigeon Forge 
during a traditionally slow tourism period. 
 
In combining efforts from well-qualified authorities, it has benefitted the overall program to include presentations and 
information from other regions of the country as Wilderness Wildlife Week endeavors to illustrate how all elements of 
the outdoors are truly connected.  The balance of presentations is a further attempt to include a substance of material 
for every interest and age level.  
 
The natural history of the region will forever combine with the rich history and folklore of this mountain region through 
a wealth of descendants of the area of what is now America’s most visited national park, which was once their family 
home.  As these people share their knowledge, expertise and humor with those who desire a deeper insight as to the 
significance and the struggle resulting in such a resilient people who settled the area, the Pigeon Forge Office of Special 
Events believes a deeper attachment to Great Smoky Mountains National Park can be had by all who participate. 

 
The theme of Wilderness Wildlife Week involves a continuous thread of wholesome, family oriented, professional 
programming beginning with the originators and continuing throughout every presentation and excursion associated 
with the event.  Event organizers are constantly committed for each Wilderness Wildlife Week to succeed as an event of 
the highest standards and principles in a safe, encouraging and giving environment. 
 
 

B) Description of merchandising program 
 
The merchandising component of Wilderness Wildlife Week consists of outdoor memorabilia advertising both 
Wilderness Wildlife Week as well as the City of Pigeon Forge. 
 
Official event merchandise included t-shirts, ¾ long sleeve t-shirts, pottery mugs, recyclable grocery bags, visors, hats, 
commemorative patches, teddy bears, stickers and license plates.   
 
The merchandise booth was open the duration of the event (May 8-12, 2018) beginning at 9 AM and concluding at 6 PM 
daily.  With the Pigeon Forge Office of Special Events being a small staff of four, the contracted services portion of the 
event budget was utilized in adding an additional staff member to vend/setup/breakdown the merchandise during the 
five-day event. 



 
Wilderness Wildlife Week branded merchandise was priced as follows: 
Recyclable Cloth Bag: $3  Event Patches: $2    Stickers: $2    
Teddy bears: $15   Short-sleeve t-shirt: $15    ¾ sleeve baseball t-shirt: $20 
Hats: $20    Visors: $5     License Plates: $5  
Pottery pieces: $20   Fleece vests: $10 
 
 

C) Overall revenue and expense budget for merchandise lines 
 
With this being the third year of merchandising for Wilderness Wildlife Week, the expense budget allocated toward 
merchandise and giveaways amounted to $6,573.42 in order to build up a quality merchandising program while also 
obtaining some great promotional items for drawings and giveaways not associated with the children’s component.  
 
The recyclable cloth bags sold in small quantities while the big moneymakers were the official Wilderness Wildlife Week 
t-shirts as we ordered a total of 400 t-shirts in two different designs, in an assortment of different colors.   
 
In all, the total revenue from the merchandising component of Wilderness Wildlife Week was calculated at $3,667, 
which was a loss on initial investment; however, the goal of our merchandising program is not entirely about making 
money but also getting the event name out in the public’s eye more prominently.  Special giveaways and promotional 
giveaways were valued at $1,100 of potential sales. 
 

 
D) Target market for merchandise program (population/location) 
 
Traditionally, the target audience for Wilderness Wildlife Week is out-of-town young families and outdoor & nature 
enthusiasts, ages 50 and older.  The Pigeon Forge Office of Special Events has discovered these two groups are the main 
segment of Wilderness Wildlife Week’s overall attendee makeup since the event is now a springtime staple.   
 
With this year’s Wilderness Wildlife Week there were many noticeable changes within the base of event attendees.  For 
example, while our overall attendance numbers saw a slight decline, we did see younger families and attendees from a 
much more diverse ethnic and economic background. 
 
With the new children’s programming portion of the event, the Young Experts Program was constructed for ages five to 
twelve as a means to educate and connect them to the outdoors during their formative years.  Children participating 
were not only from our local school system, but also from home schools and school systems from as far away as Ohio 
and West Virginia.  For this initial year of the Young Experts Program, the Pigeon Forge Office of Special Events estimates 
more than 75 children participated daily to achieve the more advanced milestone gifts requiring 12 to 16 credit hours.  
 
With the Young Experts Program being a new component for Wilderness Wildlife Week staff and volunteer estimates do 
show more than 400 children participated in the program (based on the number of forms printed compared to the 
number of forms left over at the end of the event); however, exact numbers cannot be completely verified as some only 
amassed a few credit hours and were shy of receiving an incentive gift and did not turn in their YEP form.   
 
In all, the cumulative attendance for this year’s Wilderness Wildlife Week was 12,000, which is on par with the 2017 
iteration. 
 
 

E) Marketing efforts tied to merchandise program 
 
Event merchandise was marketed during the event by the City of Pigeon Forge’s Marketing Department via Facebook 
postings.  On site all Office of Special Events staff wore a different design or color of the available shirts every day of the 



event to give a kind of visual showroom for the shirts.  Also, staff at the host hotel wore Wilderness Wildlife Week event 
t-shirts and hats to promote both the event, as well as the merchandise. 
 
 

F) Community support in selling / distributing merchandise 
 
The Pigeon Forge Office of Special Events only wanted event merchandise to be available onsite at the LeConte Center 
during Wilderness Wildlife Week.  Furthermore, as a city-organized event, city employees and contracted employees are 
the only ones who can vend merchandise owned by the city. 
 
 

G) Measurable results (including number / variety of items; number of outlets selling items, etc.) 
 

Wilderness Wildlife Week branded merchandise was priced as follows: 
Recyclable Cloth Bag: $3  Event Patches: $2    Stickers: $2    
Teddy bears: $15   Short-sleeve t-shirt: $15    ¾ sleeve baseball t-shirt: $20 
Hats: $20    Visors: $5     License Plates: $5  
Pottery pieces: $20   Fleece vests: $10 
 
All items were sold from an official event merchandise booth located by the main entrance of the LeConte Center, the 
official event site of Wilderness Wildlife Week. 
 
The best seller by far was the various designs of our Wilderness Wildlife Week t-shirts, as seven designs completely sold 
out and of the other six designs only two of those had a sizeable amount remaining. 
 
 

H) Overall effectiveness of merchandise program 
 
For the third attempt at providing merchandise for Wilderness Wildlife Week, event staff believes this component was 
well worth the investment.  Additionally, the effort put into the shirt designs also assists as free advertising as our 
attendees visit other events or just as it is seen in every day wear.  Customer reactions of the designs were 
overwhelming and positive. 

  



2. Supporting Question 
 

Supporting Questions: What Did You Do to Update / Change This Program from the Year Before?  Were Your 
Updates / Changes Successful?  (Provide Measurable Results / Examples) 
 
There were few changes to this year’s merchandise program.  Instead of using GoTeez, a local company specializing in 
shirts, we instead went with a new business in our area Wildman Imprints as GoTeez did not send in any sponsorship 
paperwork to work out a discount for the 2018 event. 
 
Additionally, there were more product choices with designs provided by both the Wildman Imprints as well as one of our 
event sponsors Emma DuFort Art & Design.  Of all the shirts, the best seller was Emma’s design as it featured three bears 
and was printed on six different shirt colors.  By the end of the event only one shirt color (silver) remained and all others 
had sold out well before mid-week of the event. 
 
This year’s Legacy hat designs sold well and were available in 16 different colors/designs as to offer something for 
everyone.  The best sellers were the royal, purple, navy and black dashboard trucker styles.   
 
In all, while we did have a variety of merchandise remaining, all items are undated so we can cycle them out year-to-
year with different new items.   
  



 

Supporting 

Materials  



2018 Wilderness Wildlife Week Event Program Guide  

 

 

 

 

https://www.mypigeonforge.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2018-Wilderness-Wildlife-Week-Event-Program-Guide-Low-Resolution.pdf


Event Merchandise teaser on Page 10 of Event Program Guide 

 

 Wilderness Wildlife Week 2018 merchandise included event t-shirts, hats, license plates, 

grocery bags, commemorative patches and more as seen below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 


